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Abstract

Abnormalities in number of teeth are occasionally noted in clinical cases. Many theories have been proposed as regards the causes of the occurrence of supernumerary teeth, including atavism theory, mechanical tooth germ separation theory, tissue induction theory, and dental laminar morphological disturbance theory. However, none of these theories alone offers a sufficient explanation for this phenomenon. The incidence of supernumerary permanent teeth is approximately 1–3%. These are the maxillary anterior teeth, the maxillary molars, and the maxillo-mandibular premolars in terms of descending order of site of occurrence. On the other hand, incidence in the mandibular anterior tooth area, of which there have been few detailed reports, is about 0.01%, a markedly low value. In this paper, we report two rare cases of supernumerary teeth in the mandibular incisor area. We discuss their etiology and orthodontic treatment, and detail a differential diagnosis between the normal and supernumerary teeth. We found that it was difficult to establish a clear etiology and differentiation between the normal and supernumerary teeth.
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Introduction

In clinical cases, we often meet with a lot of abnormal teeth. Stafne9 reported that the incidence of supernumerary permanent teeth was about 1–3%. These were the maxillary...
anterior teeth, the maxillary molars, and the maxillo-mandibular premolars in descending order of occurrence. Incidence in the mandibular anterior tooth area is about 0.01%\(^9\), a markedly low value. However, there have been few detailed reports\(^{5,6,8,10,11}\) on the etiology of supernumerary teeth or differential diagnoses of normal and supernumerary teeth. In this paper, we report two cases of supernumerary teeth in the mandibular anterior tooth area.

**Case History**

**Patient 1**

The patient was a boy aged 16 years 11 months who visited our department chiefly complaining of maxillo-mandibular anterior tooth crowding. The molar occlusal relationship was Angle class I, and open bite and crowding were noted in the anterior tooth area. The patient had neither history of the disorder, nor family history of supernumerary teeth. Examination of the median area, as defined positionally by the relationship between the lingual frenum, the inferior labial frenum, and the maxillo-mandibular bones, revealed a supernumerary tooth in the right mandibular lateral incisor region (Figs. 1 and 2). Furthermore, since the crown width of the left mandibular lateral incisor tooth was large, the tooth was morphologically regarded as a fused tooth (Figs. 3, 4 and 5). Orthodontic treatment was initiated, extracting the left mandibular fused tooth of the lateral incisor and the bilateral maxillo-mandibular first premolars.
Patient 2

The patient was a girl aged 13 years 1 month who visited our department chiefly complaining of maxillary anterior tooth protrusion and mandibular anterior tooth crowding. The patient had a left cleft lip, but had no family history of supernumerary teeth. The molar occlusal relationship was Angle class II, and maxillary protrusion and crowding were noted. Examination of the median area, as defined by the positional relationship between the lingual frenum, the inferior labial frenum, and the maxillo-mandibular bones, revealed a left supernumerary tooth and a right supernumerary tooth in the mandibular anterior tooth area (Figs. 6, 7 and 8). Treatment was performed, extracting two incisors and the bilateral maxillary first premolars. Two mandibular incisors in pronounced misalignment with the dental arch were selected for extraction.

Discussion

In patient 1, the fused tooth in the left mandibular lateral incisor area was considered to be a fused tooth comprising a lateral incisor and a supernumerary tooth. This was because the tooth crown width was larger than that of the adjacent incisors, and a longitudinal groove in the central area of the tooth root was detected after extracting the tooth (Figs. 3, 4 and 5). Panoramic X-ray photographs were also used for the diagnosis. On the other hand, since the supernumerary tooth in the right mandibular lateral incisor region showed similar tooth crown morphology to that of normal incisors, without abnormal X-ray findings of the tooth root or pulp cavity, differentiation of a supernumerary tooth among the incisors was impossible. In patient 2, the tooth crown morphology of the bilateral supernumerary teeth was similar to that of normal incisors, and differentiation of supernumerary teeth was also impossible by X-ray observation of the tooth root and pulp cavity.

In determining which tooth is a supernumerary tooth among maxillary anterior teeth, teeth with morphological abnormalities are regarded as supernumerary teeth, and when no morphological abnormalities are noted, the tooth with the minimum measurements among the anterior teeth is regarded as
the supernumerary tooth. In patient 1, the tooth with morphological abnormalities was differentiated as a fused tooth comprising a lateral incisor and a supernumerary tooth. In patient 2, since no significant differences in the tooth crown width were noted among the anterior teeth, differentiation of a supernumerary tooth was impossible.

A number of theories have been proposed as regards the causes of the occurrence of supernumerary teeth, including atavism theory\(^1\), mechanical tooth germ separation theory\(^2\), tissue induction theory\(^7\), and dental laminar morphological disturbance theory\(^4\). However, none of these theories alone offers a sufficient explanation for this phenomenon. Fujita\(^5\) reported that local developmental disorders in the jaw area, which are frequently observed in maxillary dentition, induced division or hyperplasia of tooth germs, suggesting this as a cause of supernumerary teeth. To the author’s knowledge, no other cases of both mandibular supernumerary anterior teeth and alveolar cleft have been reported to date. According to Fujita\(^5\), hyperplasia of tooth germs may occur in areas with wide intervals.

Fig. 6 Intraoral photographs
Mark shows mandible dental midline, determined by positional relationship of lingual frenum and inferior labial frenum.

Fig. 7 Mark shows mandible dental midline
Fig. 8 Panoramic radiograph
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between tooth primordiums at the end of the dental lamina; therefore, it does not easily occur in the mandibular anterior tooth area, where there is a high inter-tooth primordium density, and the occurrence of mandibular supernumerary anterior teeth here is considered rare.

Conclusion

In this paper, we report two rare cases of supernumerary teeth in the mandibular incisor area and discuss their etiology. Differentiation of normal teeth and supernumerary teeth was found to be problematic.
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